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elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor can be used to decrypt the bitlocker volumes
contained in a target system. when a bitlocker password is entered, the tool will then
prompt you to enter the recovery key (read more below). elcomsoft forensic disk
decryptor then attempts to decrypt the volume. if it succeeds, it displays the mount
volume wizard. (note that the mount volume wizard will not work for volumes that
have been encrypted with xts or apfs). if you have an old windows system that is
missing its recovery partition (or in case the system was formatted), you can still use
elcomsoft system recovery. its interface is similar to the one of elcomsoft forensic disk
decryptor. its main advantage is that it works even if the system is not bootable. make
sure to select the correct partition type when you are generating the recovery image.
if you need a quick way to check whether the system youre analyzing is protected with
bitlocker, use the tallygen. the tool is pretty self-explanatory and can be used directly
from the windows start menu. simply type bitlocker into the search field and press
enter. the tool will tell you whether the system is protected by bitlocker. you can also
check the bitlocker status from the elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor gui. this tool is
available in both free and paid versions, and its free version can be used to perform a
firewire attack. to download the tool you can go to the elcomsoft website and click on
the tools icon. you can download the tool in zip format and extract it directly from your
hard disk. to use it, connect the tool to the firewire port of the computer being
analyzed.
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elcomsoft forensic disk decryptor offers a range of methods for gaining access to
information stored in encrypted bitlocker, filevault 2, luks, luks2, pgp disk, truecrypt

and veracrypt disks and volumes, and jetico bestcrypt 9 containers. the toolkit allows
using the volume's plain-text password, escrow or recovery keys, as well as the binary

keys extracted from the computers memory image or hibernation file. filevault 2
recovery keys can be extracted from icloud with elcomsoft phone breaker, while
bitlocker recovery keys are available in active directory or in the users microsoft

account. you can use the following steps to decrypt the volume: launch elcomsoft
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forensic disk decryptor click on the “+” sign to add a new encrypted container select a
container from the drop-down list (bitlocker volumes, gpt-based crypto containers,

truecrypt volumes) select an existing container from the list input the password click
on “decrypt” button wait for the process to complete click on “exit” button done

however, it is still not all that easy to decrypt bitlocker volumes. elcomsoft forensic
disk decryptor is a powerful tool for recovering information from bitlocker volumes, it

can be used for decrypting bitlocker volumes of all versions (including the most recent
ones). the product enables you to view the key in the gui, or import it into elcomsoft

password recovery, to gain access to your data. note that you can easily mount
volumes that were encrypted via filevault or bitlocker. however, elcomsoft forensic

disk decryptor will not be able to decrypt file system volumes encrypted with
veracrypt. 5ec8ef588b
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